Meeting was called to order at 6:33 pm.

**Present:** Sean McDonald, Richard Bairam, John Giotas, Ray Bonney, Jim Levesque, Jim Gorton

**Absent:** Robert Schroeder, Clark Karolian

**Also Present:** Richard Blake, Crew Chief

**Pledge of Allegiance**

Reviewed minutes from 11/26/2019. A correction was noted that Clark Karolian is an Alternate Council Rep, not Council Rep at this time a motion was made to accept and seconded by Ray Bonney, all in favor.

Reviewed material sheet for November and December

**Old Business**

Discussion on the new recycling system, and how it is going, it seems to be working. Told is seems to be increasing in use and participation. The cardboard is down to $5.00 a ton last load mixed paper is almost a full load that will be delivered to Schwartz to be recycled at a cost of $45.00 per ton. Other discussions were on where the glass will go, it goes to Turnkey landfill to be reused as aggregate at the landfill after being processed. Plastic is being bailed to be shipped by trailer to PA, at last check it will pay the town .02 -.04 cents per pound. There was discussion about the age of the bailer we use if it is worth repairing it or replacing it. We will look into the cost and options either way

Asked about personnel, told that Ernie has transferred to DPW into maintenance position so it leaves us with one trailer driver and one collection driver spot as well as two part time laborers for Saturday.

Meeting was adjourned at 7:17 pm.

Submitted by,

Richard Blake, Crew Chief